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The idea for the Hotel is to make a building with spaces that have a distinct difference in character. The 
one space being the lobby of a hotel, and the other being the hotel rooms. One of the spaces would be 
perceived as public, and self sufficient , while the rooms of the hotel would be perceived as a more private 
space, dependant on others to exist. The infrastructure of the hotel, stairs elevators supporting functions, is 
what separates and connects the public and the private space.
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HOTEL IN ISTANBUL

The project investigates how working with place, architectural program, and 
structure can generate an architectural project. This interest comes from, or 
more rightly put is a result of my urge to find out what the things that i work 
with are to me. 

Istanbul is a city of perseverance.
Istanbul is a city that throughout its history has been subject to opposing 
forces. Whether it is about landlines, religion, political opinion, and almost all 
other imaginable types of friction, the city, or this peace of the world we now 
call Istanbul has experienced it. However, it is the feeling this produces that I 
have been interested in. 

A hotel is a building where different individual experiences of life are shared. 
As with Istanbul the differences in experience of each space of the hotel are 
essential to the communal experience of the building. If everything’s the same, 
what is left to share.

Structure has the ability to inhabit meaning. Working with structure as the 
main idea for the building, has given me the opportunity to investigate how, 
and if it is possible to charge a structure with an idea that goes beyond its abili-
ty to hold and provide for spaces.
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The typogrophy of the beuglu area defines different areas of the city. The land meeting bosporus at almost sea level 
belongs mostly to cruise ships ferryterminals an warehouses. The cukurkuma district as a lid on top of the city, be-
ing home to cafes galleries and bars. Between them a residentiol area.

ROOM 1
The Room two smilar spcaes

ROOM 2

The room with the sair

The room devided in the middle
The room devided in the middle

The distictly different qualites found in the city makes it nessesairy for many peaple to cross the Bosporus day-
ly. Perminant recidants cross from east to west to work, tourists travel from european to asian to historical part of 
town. The shipping industry uses the strait to ship goods from north to south. Bospuros is the glue that makes the 
city work.
































































